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We employ data from the recently observed high-energy neutrino events at the IceCube Neutrino
Observatory to constrain interactions between the dark matter (DM) in the milky way and the
neutrino sector. We construct an extended unbinned likelihood in order to explore the parameter
space of allowed interactions. We present results in the specific case of a scalar DM candidate
interacting via a scalar mediator, and show that due to the energy dependence of the interaction
cross section, this approach can constrain the coupling more strongly than tradiational cosmological probes for some regions of the parameter space.
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1. Introduction

2. Dark Matter-Neutrino Interactions
The existence of a new mediator connecting the dark sector to neutrinos leads to a nonvanishing elastic scattering cross section. In this work, we focus on a single simplified model
which give rise to potentially observable neutrino-DM interactions in dark matter halo: a scalar
DM particle with a scalar mediator. We will present results for a more complete set of models in
an upcoming publication [7]. This model is shown in the left-hand panel of Fig. 1: we call the DM
particle χ and the mediator φ . The coupling gν between the neutrinos and the mediator is similar to
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The search for dark matter (DM) interactions with the standard model (SM) sector has traditionally focused on weak-scale interactions with quarks, as these are the more readily observable,
e.g. via elastic scattering in underground direct detection experiments. However, interactions between the DM and other particles may also be present and could be the dominant, or even sole,
link between the dark and visible sectors. A DM-neutrino interaction is especially attractive for
light DM models, where annihilation into heavier products is kinematically forbidden, and appears
naturally in some models, for example when the DM is the sterile neutrino (see [1]). DM-neutrino
elastic scattering has been studied extensively in the literature, almost exclusively in the context
of early universe cosmology (see [2] and references therein). The transfer of power from DM to
neutrinos before recombination can suppress power on small scales in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and large scale structure. These effects take place at low (∼ eV) temperatures. In
particle physics, cross sections typically show some energy dependence ∝ E 2 up to some scale.
It therefore makes sense to turn to higher energies to probe such effects. Here, we search for the
effect of DM-neutrino scattering of high-energy (TeV–PeV) neutrinos as they traverse the milky
way halo. Ref. [3] considered a similar effect, though they did not precisely model the scattering
cross section at high energies, nor did they compare their expected signal with experimental data.
After four years of data taking, IceCube has confirmed observation of 53 High Energy Starting Events (HESE) with greater than 6σ of being extraterrestrial origin [4], rejecting purely atmospheric explanation. The arrival direction of these events is consistent with the isotropic distribution. This isotropy has been used to constrain a galactic contribution to the observed neutrino flux;
either from standard sources [5] or from the decay or annihilation of halo DM [6].
In this work, we present a novel approach to constrain the strength of the neutrino-DM interaction by using high energy cosmic neutrinos observed by IceCube. The DM-neutrino interaction
strength would influence the isotropy of the extragalactic signal. As they pass through the galaxy
on their way to earth, the flux of interacting neutrinos would be preferentially attenuated in the
direction of the galactic centre, where the DM column density is the largest. For large enough
coupling strengths, this should lead to an observable anisotropy in the neutrino sky.
In these proceedings we illustrate this effect with a single simplified model of DM-ν interaction, which is meant to represent the phenomenological behavior of a UV-complete model of the
SM + dark sector at the energy scales of interest. We choose a scalar DM candidate, coupled to the
neutrino sector via a scalar mediator. A full exploration of the set of possible models will be done
in an upcoming work [7].

Feynman diagrams
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Figure
Left: the simplified
model
considered here. Right: the arrival direction
of the high energy starting events observed in 4 years of IceCube data [4], in galactic coordinates. Crosses
represent shower events, while x’s correspond to tracks. Circles represent the median angular uncertainty of
cascades. The color
g scale is the column density of DM traversed by neutrinos arriving from each direction.
a Yukawa coupling, and dimensionless, whereas gχ has dimensions of energy and can be assumed
to encode higher-energy physical effects which have been integrated out.
We compute the differential and total scattering cross sections in the frame of the Galaxy,
where the DM is at rest, since non-relativistic thermal velocities can safely be neglected.
We take the incoming neutrino flux to be isotropic, assuming extragalactic in origin, and model
the spectrum asga⌫ simple E −2 power law, the expected behavior from Fermi acceleration mechanisms. As⌫the neutrinos
⌫ propagate towards the Earth, they must traverse the diffuse DM halo of the
Milky Way, and in particular through the very DM dense Galactic center. Each arrival direction is
therefore subject to a different column density of DM, and thus a different scattering rate, which is
reflected as an anisotropic attenuation of the signal observed at Earth.
The attenuation of the extragalactic high-energy neutrino flux is described by the following
cascade equation
Z
1
dφ (E)
dσ (Ẽ, E)
= −σ (E)φ (E) + d Ẽ
φ (Ẽ),
(2.1)
dτ
dE
where τ is the DM column density and E is the neutrino energy. The first term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (2.1) accounts for the down-scattering of neutrinos from energy E to any other, while
the second term accounts for the reverse effect: scattering of neutrinos from any other energy Ẽ to
E.
To model DM distribution of the Milky Way, we take an Einasto profile with shape parameters
that fit the Via Lactea II simulation results [8], and a local DM density of ρ = 0.3 GeV cm−3 . The
DM column density and the arrival direction of high-energy cosmic neutrinos are shown in Fig. 1.

3. Analysis
The observed neutrino flux is predominantly extragalactic, compatible with isotropic distribution, and has flavor composition compatible with (νe : νµ : ντ ) = (1 : 1 : 1) which follows the
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expected composition from a mainly-pionic origin of neutrinos and robust in the presence of new
physics [9]. Nonetheless, a different flavor composition at production will yield an oscillationaveraged flux that is very close to (1 : 1 : 1), and with current statistics, would not be distinguishable
within the space of flavors allowed by oscillation [10].
Based on these assumptions, we construct the following unbinned likelihood function for a
given parameter set ϑ and set of observed topologies, energies, and arrival directions {t, E,~x}

Nobs 
−Nastro −Natm −Nµ
L ({t, E,~x}|ϑ ) = e
(3.1)
∏ Nastro Pastro (ϑ ) + Natm Patm + Nµ Pµ .
where Nastro , Natm and Nµ are respectively the number of expected astrophysical neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos and atmospheric muons; these numbers are allowed to vary freely in our fits. The
product runs over the observed events (Nobs = 53) in the dataset. The probability distributions of
each component in Eq. (3.1) are
Pastro (ti , Ei ,~xi ) =

∑

RΩ (~xi ,~xtrue )RE (Ei , E)Ae f f ( f , E,t,~xtrue )φastro (E,~xtrue |ϑ ),

(3.2)

f =e,µ,τ

Patm (ti , Ei ,~xi ) =

∑

RΩ (~xi ,~xtrue )RE (Ei , E)Ae f f ( f , E,ti )Pveto ( f , E,t,~x)φatm (E,~xtrue ), (3.3)

f =e,µ

and for Pµ (ti , Ei ,~xi ), we use the empirical parametrization given in Ref. [10]. We take into account
the angular uncertainties of the events in Rt (~xi ,~xtrue ) by considering a 2d Gaussian PSF centered
around ~xi . Similarly we introduce the detector energy resolution assuming normal distributions.
The probability of either track or cascade topology, and their mis-identification are also included
in the likelihood. Finally, φ (E, b, l) is the solution to the propagation equation (2.1), where the
galactic latitude and longitude (b, l) implicitly specify DM column density. The model dependence
of Eq. (3.1) thus comes from the directional attenuation with respect to the isotropic hypothesis,
L ∝ φ (E, b, l|ϑ )/φ iso (E).

4. Constraints from the IceCube data and comparison with cosmological bounds
We produce constraints on the DM-ν scattering rate by evaluating Eq. (3.1) with the publicly
available emcee [11] Markov Chain Monte Carlo software. We scan over uniform priors in the
space of {mχ , mφ , gχ gν , Nast , Natm , Nµ } and find the upper limits on the strength of the interaction
in the parameter space of DM and mediator mass
In Fig. 2 we show the posterior distributions as a function of the likelihood parameters. The
split between astrophysical and atmospheric background events is consistent with previous results
(see e.g. [10]) and shows no correlation with the DM-ν interaction parameters. These results can
be compared with cosmological limits. At low energies, the DM-ν cross section in this case goes
as σ = g2ν g2χ Eν2 /16πm4φ m4χ . And the limit from the CMB for a cross section proportional to E 2 at
low energies is [2]: σ < 10−40 (T /T0 )2 (mχ /GeV) cm2 . Taking the average neutrino energy in the
early universe and assuming a Fermi-Dirac distribution, this yields a limit on the couplings from
cosmology:
!1/2
m4φ m3χ
7
gχ gν . 1.5 × 10
GeV.
(4.1)
GeV7
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Figure 2: One and two-dimensional posterior distributions in the space of DM mass mχ , mediator mass mφ
and coupling, as defined in Fig. 1. Solid lines in the 2D plots show the 68% and 95% containment regions.

By inspection of Fig. 2, one finds that with only 53 observed events IceCube constraints can rival
cosmological constraints for mφ ∼ mχ ∼ GeV, suggesting that future detectors such as IceCube
Gen2 and KM3net will be able to significantly outperform CMB and LSS bounds.
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